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Full-potential KKR calculations for MgO and divalent impurities in MgO
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We present a detailed investigation of bulk properties of MgO and lattice relaxations around divalent
impurities in MgO by means of the full-potential Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green’s function method. The
local-density approximation and the perturbative generalized gradient corrections are used to calculate the
lattice constant and bulk modulus of MgO. We obtain a very good description of the ground properties of MgO.
Lattice relaxations around divalent impurities in MgO are determined using an ionic version of the Hellmann-
Feynman theorem.
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The ceramic oxide MgO has long been of interest as
prototype for simple oxides. Such characteristics of MgO
the high resistance to radiation, the transparency in the in
red and visible regions of the spectrum, and the mechan
strength open a wide perspective for many applicatio
MgO is a commonly employed substrate for epitaxial grow
of multilayers and clusters.1 It is also interesting to note tha
MgO is likely to be a major constituent of the Earth’s low
mantle.

Despite the fact that MgO can be considered as a textb
example of an ionic system, its electronic structure,2–8

charge distribution,2–4 and physical properties9–18 are still
under discussions. While there is no doubt that MgO mus
regarded as highly ionic, the extent of covalent mixing
unclear. The most recent experiments2 performed by the con-
vergent beam electron-diffraction technique allowed
achieve a tenfold improvement in the accuracy in the m
surements of structural factors for MgO. These experime
have revealed a small nonspherical distortion in the cha
densities on the Mg and O ions. For oxygen the charg
distorted towards the Mg atom and for Mg the charge
pushed away from O.
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Considering the various calculations for the lattice co
stant and bulk moduli of MgO,10,13,15,16,18–20one can find
that all methods give close results for the lattice consta
while there are discrepancies in results for bulk moduli.
an example we show in Table I results obtained by lin
muffin-tin orbital ~LMTO!, linear augmented plane wav
~LAPW!, and pseudopotentials methods.

The main goal of this paper is to present ab initio stud
of electronic structure and structural relaxations of MgO w
divalent impurities ~Be, Ca, and Sr!. We perform self-
consistent calculations of the forces and relaxations in th
systems using the full potential Korringa-Kohn-Rostok
~KKR! Green’s function method, which allows us to tre
impurities in the infinite crystal. The effect of the structur
relaxation on the charge distribution is demonstrated. To
best knowledge, there were only calculations of relaxatio
near impurities in ionic crystal using various cluster mode
We choose divalent impurities for our studies because th
is the considerable experimental and theoretical interes
structural changes in MgO caused, for example by
impurities.21,22 Presumably, the lattice strain induced by C
ions in MgO leads to the surface segregation of
TABLE I. Lattice constant and bulk modulus of MgO.

a~a.u.! B0 ~Mbar!

7.968,~Ref. 14! 7.732~Ref. 17! 2.16, ~Ref. 14! 1.71 ~Ref. 17! LMTO, LDA
7.877,~Ref. 11! 7.917~Ref. 19! 1.72, ~Ref. 11! 1.72 ~Ref. 19! LAPW, ~Ref. 11! FLAPW ~Ref. 19! LDA
7.870,~Ref. 15! 7.922~Ref. 13! 1.62, ~Ref. 15! 1.46 ~Ref. 13! Pseudopotentials, LDA
7.882,~Ref. 9! 7.97 ~Ref. 20! 1.54, ~Ref. 9! 1.61 ~Ref. 20! GGA

Present work
7.855 1.697 ASA LDA
8.028 1.533 ASA-GGA
7.956 1.721 FP LDA
8.126 1.538 FP-GGA

Experiment
7.958~Ref. 33! 1.77 ~Ref. 29!
7.953~Ref. 34! 1.64 ~Ref. 30!
7.970~Ref. 35! 1.62 ~Ref. 31!
7.921~Ref. 36! 1.78 ~Ref. 32!
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impurities.22 Also, it was shown that Ca impurities induc
structural transformations in MgO grain boundaries.21

Before attempting calculations on defects, we make
tensive studies of the lattice constant and bulk moduli
MgO using the state of the art computational methods. B
the local-density and the general gradient approximations
used.

We describe the method only briefly, as it is the same
the one used in the previous work.23,24 Our calculations are
based on density-functional theory in the local-density
proximation~LDA ! and the generalized gradient approxim
tion ~PW91-GGA!.25 We apply the multiple scattering KKR
Green’s function method. To solve the Kohn-Sham equati
in the full-potential~FP! case the method developed by Dr
tler et al.26 is used. In this method, the solution for the rad
symmetric potential is calculated first, then the Born serie
used to iteratively include the effect of the anisotropic part
the potential. The maximum angular momentum used in
expansion of the wave functions and the Green’s functio
set tol max54. The potential and the electron-density expa
sion include all angular momentum coefficients up to 2l max
58. In order to improve the space filling of the NaCl lattic
~0.52!, we introduce additional empty cells on the octahed
position, thus enhancing the space filling to the value of
bcc lattice ~0.68!, which improves thel convergence. The
exact form of the resulting Wigner-Seitz cell is described
shape functions.26 The electron density is calculated by
contour integral in the complex energy plane. The cont
integral is evaluated with 114 complex energy points, wh
are choosen such that they include both the valence s
and the semicore states of Mg, Ca, and Sr. Thus 2p6 states of
Mg, 3s2 3p6 states of Ca, and 4s2 4p6 states of Sr are
treated as valence states. For the bulk calculation
Brillouin-zone integrations are performed using 146k points.

A perturbative treatment of gradient corrections is used
has been recently demonstrated23 that the GGA total energie
can be evaluated with the self-consistent LDA densities
input. Very accurate lattice constants and bulk moduli
metal and semiconductors have been obtained in this
proximation.

We also present in this paper results obtained in
atomic sphere approximation~ASA! for the potential, which,
however, include the full charge density generated from
spherical potential.

In calculations of divalent impurities in MgO, the pe
turbed region around the defect is exactly embedded in
unperturbed crystal MgO by using a Green’s function te
nique. A cluster of 77 perturbed potentials with Td symmetry
is used in our calculations. The equilibrium positions of t
nearest-neighbor~nn! oxygen and the next nn magnesiu
atoms near the impurity are determined by the condition
vanishing forces. The forces are calculated using an io
version of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem.24 Since the po-
sitions in the perturbed crystal differ from the ones in t
ideal host the corresponding host Green’s function, the
tentials, and the shape function are transformed to the
shifted positions as described in~Ref. 27!.

First we present the results of our calculations for
perfect magnesium oxide crystal. The structural propertie
15511
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MgO are determined by finding the minimum of the tot
energy as a function of the lattice constant. We use f
approaches: FP-LDA, FP-GGA, ASA-LDA, and ASA-GGA
In ASA approximation for the potential the full charge de
sity is used. The bulk modulus and the equilibrium latti
constant are determined using the equation of state prop
by Birch.28 One should note that the bulk modulus is mo
sensitive to the calculated points chosen for the fit to
equation of state than the lattice constant.

Table I shows our results together with calculations p
formed by other groups and experimental data. One can
that the FP-LDA approach gives an excellent agreement w
experiments for the equilibrium lattice constant and rat
good result for bulk modulus. The effect of gradient corre
tions is well seen: GGA increases the lattice constanta and
decreases bulk modulusB. The increase of the lattice con
stant may be explained by noting that the PW91-GGA fu
tional favors electron-density inhomogeneties. In both
LDA and GGA approximations the lattice constant and bu
modulus are slightly larger in FP calculations, but the diff
ence between FP and ASA results is rather small. The em
spheres introduced into the rocksalt structure of MgO i
prove the representation of the potential in ASA approac

Comparing the present results with other calculations~cf.
Table I! one can see that our method in FP LDA approa
allows one to obtain a very good agreement with experim
tal data for both the lattice constant and bulk modulus a
the most recent full-potential linear augmented plane w
~FLAPW! calculations of Bihlmayer and Blu¨gel.19 It is nec-
essary to note that precise measurements of bulk modul
difficult, therefore experimental bulk moduli agree on
within about 10%. Since the LDA approach gives sligh
better results for the lattice constant, this approximation
also used for the impurity calculations in the following se
tion.

FIG. 1. Charge-density difference of relaxed and unrelaxed c
ter of MgO1Be. Solid lines corresponds to positive values a
broken lines to negative one. The contour intervals
0.004e/Bohr3.
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TABLE II. Forces on Mg and O ions for different displacement@all forces are in mRy/a(Bohr#. The
relaxations are given in percentages of the ideal Mg-O distance, i.e., ofa/2, wherea is the lattice constant.

System O~% of relaxation! Mg ~% of relaxation! O ~Forces! Mg ~Forces! Relaxation
@mRy/a(Bohr)# @mRy/a(Bohr)# energy~eV!

MgO1Be 0.0 0.0 34.2 4.6 0.38
23.4 20.8 0.65 20.35

MgO1Ca 0.0 0.0 272.0 24.2 0.44
1.0 0.0 252.2 25.0
2.0 0.0 232.7 26.2
3.0 0.0 213.2 27.4
3.8 0.5 20.08 20.27

MgO1Sr 0.0 0.0 2134.0 215.4 1.76
7.1 1.1 20.45 20.39
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Now we turn to the results on lattice relaxations arou
divalent impurities in MgO. First we present our results fo
single Ca impurity, which substitutes an Mg atom. We n
glect the distortion of distant neighbors and consider only
relaxation of the first~O! and the second~Mg! neighbors of
the impurity. In Table II we present Hellmann-Feynm
forces exerted on Mg and O for different displacements
Mg and O ions. It is seen that in the unrelaxed geometry
force acting on O is very large due to the difference
atomic sizes of Ca and Mg~the ionic radius of Ca is abou
1.5 times larger than that of the Mg ion!. Thus, Ca impurities
introduce a large stress in MgO. Experimental studies on
system21,22 revealed that Ca ions segregate and concent
in the outemost layer. It was suggested22 that the substitution
of Ca for Mg in bulk site causes a large strain. Therefore,
surface segregation occurs to buffer it. Our results sup
such a scenario of segregation.

The relaxed atomic positions correspond to an outw
relaxation of Mg and O around Ca impurity. We find that t
displacements of O by 3.8% and Mg by 0.5% correspond
the equilibrium configuration, since in these relaxed po
tions the remaining forces are negligibly small.

Let us consider results for Be and Sr impurities in Mg
The size of Be cation is about two times smaller than the s
of Mg cation. Also the wave functions of Be are more loc
ized than the wave functions of Mg. Therefore, the inter
tion of Be impurity with O and Mg ions in unrelaxed geom
etry is expected to be relatively weak. Table II shows that
force acting on the O ions in MgO1Be is considerably
smaller than the one in MgO1Ca and has an opposite dire
tion. Thus, the Be impurity introduces a strong local tens
strain in MgO. The relaxed atomic positions in MgO1Be
correspond to an inward relaxation of Mg and O around
i.e., relaxations are in the opposite direction to those for
Ca substitution, but the magnitude of the relaxations
similar, although the magnitudes of forces on the oxygen
the unrelaxed configurations differ by a factor of 2.

Compared to Be and Ca ions, the wave functions of Sr
more extended, which should lead to a stronger electro
rebonding in MgO1Sr compared to MgO1Ca. Also due to
size arguments for Sr and Ca~difference in ionic radii is
about 14%! one can expect that outward relaxations of M
and O ions in MgO1Sr will be larger than in MgO1Ca.
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Our results show~Table II! that the size effect and electron
rebonding lead to a drastic influence on atomic relaxation
MgO1Sr. We have found that the atomic displaceme
around the Sr impurity are about two times larger than
the Ca impurity~cf. Table II! and the relaxation energy i
four times as large.

We want to briefly comment on the effect of the size
the perturbed region around the deffect on relaxations. O
can expect that such effect is most important for Sr impu
in MgO. Our calculations for a cluster of 113 perturbed
oms have shown that the displacements of the nn oxy
~7.2%! and the next nn magnesium atoms~1.7%! near Sr are
close to results obtained for the cluster of 77 atoms~Table
II !. We have also checked the relaxation of several sh
around Sr impurity and we have found that the relaxatio
are actually limited to the nearest O and Mg atoms. F
example, the displacements of the third oxygen and
fourth magnesium atoms near Sr are only 0.1% and 0.6%

Finally, we demonstrate the effect of lattice relaxations
the charge distribution around divalent impurities in Mg
The response of the charge density to the relaxations is s
ied by substracting the charge density in unrelaxed sys
from that in the relaxed one. As an example, results for
impurity in MgO are shown in Fig. 1. We found that th
charge transfer during relaxations occurs between Mg and
atoms, and empty cells on the octahedral positions. Inho
geneous distribution of electronic density is well se
in Fig. 1.

In summary, we have shown that the FP KKR Gree
function method allows us to obtain a very good descript
of the ground-state properties of MgO. We have perform
ab initio calculations of forces and lattice relaxations in Mg
with divalent impurities. Our result show that the atom
displacements in MgO with divalent impurities are dete
mined by size effects and electronic rebonding around im
rities.

The computations were performed on Cray computers
the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich and the German Supercom
puter Center~HLRZ!. Support of the Deutsche Forschung
gemeinschaft~DFG! through the SFB341~Köln-Aachen-
Jülich!, Landes-Projekt Sachsen-Anhalt, and Deutsc
Akademischer Austauschdienst~DAAD ! are gratefully ac-
knowledged.
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